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Abstract-Vanishing viscosity approximation is discussed for isotropic Keyfits-Kranser models with 
ball-shaped state space. The results describe an instability of the zero dissipation limit for non-strictly 
hyperbolic systems of continuum mechanics such as (non-linear) magnetohydrodynamics and isotropic 
elasticity. 
In some dissipative physical systems, certain shocklike waves can persist even though their ideally 
discontinuous counterparts in corresponding dissipation-free theories are highly unstable. For the 
particular case of magnetohydrodynamics, this phenomenon was recently brought to wider atten- 
tion by Brio and Wu, [l-4] and references therein; see also [5-81. Mathematically, this discrepancy 
is reflected in an instability, or non-uniformity, of vanishing viscosity approximation to/by hy- 
perbolic systems of conservation laws. With cases like magnetohydrodynamics and isotropic 
elasticity in mind, I gave a proof for the occurrence of this instability for generically isotropic 
systems [9, Corollary 21; by [7, Theorem A.l], this result applies, e.g., to magnetohydrodynam- 
its. Reference [lo] contains a sharper version for a model system. Despite the non-uniformity, 
and with resulting natural limitations regarding its interpretation, a self-consistent theory of the 
hyperbolic (inviscid) problem seems to be possible and justified, based on dynamical slability, 
i.e., continuous dependence on the initial data, as a necessary requirement on solutions. This is 
the simple idea of [11], where this conjecture was proved for the special case of Riemann data 
near umbilic points, for a class of systems which includes magnetohydrodynamics and isotropic 
elasticity. For isotropic Keyfitz-Kranzer models, I showed f& -continuity of a corresponding so- 
lution operator for the general Cauchy problem [12]. The main intention of the present note is 
to concisely discuss the results of [7,9-121 and some other related new findings and put them 
into context. Besides a skeleton of assertions concentrated in propositions, I include a formal 
definition of stability notions, an exemplifying corollary, a number of detailing and connecting 
remarks and notes, and two careful conjectures. 
Consider first Verne hyperbolic system of conservation laws 
together with a corresponding family of extensions thereof: 
ut + (f(u)), = D[u]. (2) 
Here, f is an appropriate smooth mapping from a fixed and, for concreteness, compact subset 
u of R” to R”. D in (2) ranges in some class 23, a collection of appropriately defined and 
interpreted dissipative operators. V := VU (0) is supposed to be a metric space, with metric 6. 
Speaking of 23 reflects the fact that realistic continuum mechanical models are typically endowed 
with whole families of different conceivable or physically realizable dissipation mechanisms. A 
known or seeked function u solving (1) or (2) depends on t E Iw and t E [O,T], T > 0, and has 
values in U. For (l), consider solutions u, which are (at least) measurable and assume measurable 
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initial data ~10, i.e., r,‘s-“, &U + &f(U) dzdt + l-“, u&dt = 0, q5 E C~(lR x [O,T)); for (2), 
do analogously, with u such that also D[U] makes appropriate sense. Let &,C be the sets of 
(Lebesgue-) measurable U-valued functions defined on IR, lR x [0, T], respectively. Consider LO, C 
as metric spaces with metrics do,d defined through 
do(wo,~o) = sup vEa~~_v,~~IWo(Z)-4(2)ld21 d(w,G) =supJTi 
YEB 0 2- 
y,<lIw(Z,f)-~tZ,t)ldldt. 
For a solution u E C, of (1) or (2), let I(u) E CO denote its initial values. 
DEFINITION. Consider a solution u* E JZ of (I), with initial data I(U’) = uz E CO. 
(i) u* is dynamically stable if a continuous map SO : uo w u E C exists at least on a neighbor- 
hood of ut, in Co such that each U = So(uo) solves (1) with data UO (i.e., I(So(U0)) = ug) 
and, especially, So(Ug) = U*. 
(ii) U* is a vanishing viscosity limit (with respect toZJ) if there exists a sequence {uk, Dk}ken C 
L x 2) such that Uk solves (2) with D = Dk, and d(Uk,U*) + &(I(%), Uz) + h(Dk,O) -) 0 
when k ---) 00. 
(iii) U* is a uniformly stable vanishing viscosity limit (with respect to 2)) if a continuous map 
S : (~0, D) H u E C exists at least on a neighborhood {(UO, D) E L x 5; do(uo, 16;) < 
c,b(D,O) < c},c > 0, of( u;I, 0) such that each u = S( uo, D) solves (2) with the respective D 
and data ug and, especially, S(ug, 0) = u*. 
The following few observations on scalar conservation laws, which are immediate in view 
of [13,14], are mentioned in order to illustrate these notions. 
COROLLARY. Consider a scalar conservation law and 2) = {~a:; v > 0) with 6(~6’:, Z# = Iv-~I. 
In this situation, every vanishing viscosity limit is uniformly stable. In particular, a discontinuous 
solution of the form u(z, t) = u *,&(z - st) > 0, is a (thus uniformly stable) vanishing viscosity 
limit if and only if it satisfies Oleinik’s entropy condition 
fb+) - f(u) < s < f(u) - au-1 
u+-u - - ‘u-u- for all u = pu- + (1 - P)U+, P E (O,l). (E) 
Strict shocks (f’(u-) > s > _f’(u+)), marginal shocks (f’(u-) > s 2 _f’(u+) or f’(u-) 2 
s > j’(~-)), and contact discontinuities (f’(u-) = s = f’(u+)) provide examples of vanishing 
viscosity limits whenever (E) is satisfied; e.g., this is always the case for contractible contact 
discontinuities (f’(u) = s for all u = /.HF + (1 - p)u+, /.J E [0, 11). On the other hand, note the 
following remark. 
REMARK 1. Since they can be split spontaneously by generic d-small perturbations, (even strict) 
shocks which violate (E) are apparently not even dynamically stable. 
In the rest of the paper, I consider, exemplarily, hyperbolic systems of the form 
ut + ((o(luI)u)= = 0, (3) 
and their parabolic counterparts 
Ut + (p(lul)u), = vuz.c, lJ > 0, (4 
where cp E C’(R, JR) is even and u takes values in U = {w E R”; IUJI < F} with constants 
T; > 0 and n > 2. The study of (3),(4) is motivated by physical interpretation, symmetry 
consideration, and an interesting interplay between these two; see [10,15-191. Equations (3) 
and (4) are directly related to continuum mechanical systems such as those of (non-linearized) 
magnetohydrodynamics and isotropic elasticity. In particular, (3) with (O(P) = r2 describes almost 
field-parallel propagation of small nonlinear MHD waves in the absence of dissipative effects [15]. 
Merely for concreteness, I assume thrdughout the paper that (@(~(r)r)/a?) > 0 for r > 0. 
Note first that (4) h as a reasonable solution theory. 
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PROPOSITION 1. For each v > 0 and any bounded and measurable initial data, (7) possesses a 
unique bounded and (for t > 0) smooth solution on lR x [0, co). 
To see this, note that for sufficiently small T > 0, the existence and uniqueness of a bounded 
smooth solution on lR x [0, T] is clear by standard methods. This solution u satisfies the equation 
rt + (~(r)r)~ = 4rzz - +G12) (5) 
wherever u # 0, with r and 4 defined through u = d,r > 0,B E 9-l. Considered as an 
equation for r, with 0, given, (5) possesses a maximum principle; which implies that su; ]u(z, t)l 5 
ess sups lu(z, O)l for all t E (0, Tj. T can thus indeed be taken arbitrarily large; cf., e.g., [20]. 
Addressing the problem of approximating (3) by (4) ( or , f rom the point of view of applica- 
tions, (4) for almost vanishingly small v > 0 by (3)), I study now solutions of (3) which are/are 
not (uniformly stable) vanishing viscosity limits with respect to (4). 
PROPOSITION 2. There are data for which 
(i) there exists a vanishing viscosity limit solution of (3) (on any strip IR x [0, Tj, T > 0), while 
(ii) no uniformly stable vanishing viscosity limit solution of (3) exists (on any such strip). 
(iii) In at least some cases ofsuch data, there are at least two different vanishing viscosity limit 
solutions. 
I detail this for the standard case cp(r) = r2. 
PROPOSITION 3. If (p(r) = r2, then for any step data 
= 
u;(x) 211 ale, 
x 
< 0, = 1 14 = 1,~ # 0, 
ur = are = aul, 2 > 0, 
with CY 5 0, properties (i) and (ii) in Proposjtion 2 hold. The property mentioned under (iii) 
holds at least if -1 < o < -3. 
To see (i), note that the solutions u+” of (7) with data u; converge, for v \ 0, towards a 
centered solution u*, which contains a possibly marginal, multiple (=“overcompressive”) shock 
and, possibly, a fast rarefaction wave [21]. To prove (ii) for a < 0 (which suffices), assume it does 
not hold, let ii’ be a uniformly stable vanishing viscosity solution and consider data 
UI, 2 < 0, 
UkO = 
+Jlek, x > 0, 
with some sequence {ek}&N of unit vectors satisfying ek # e 3 u,/]u,], k E N, but klimm ek = e. 
Let u; be the solutions of (4) with these data. For any fixed large enough k, ui = $yo u;. By 
the invariance of (3), and of this limiting process, under transformations (x, 1) - (cx, ct), c > 0, 
IA! is centered, i.e., a function of x/t alone. Since the system is strictly hyperbolic away from 
the origin, Heibig’s regularity theory (cf. [22] an d f re erences therein) implies that ui is piecewise 
( i.e., “sectorwise”) continuous wherever it does not vanish, and thus everywhere. Combining 
this with kinematical considerations (cf. [lo]) yields that ii’ = 2irnm ui is a centered piecewise 
continuous solution containing a slow 180’ contact discontinuity and a fast elementary wave, 
the latter being either a rarefaction or a (possibly marginal) Lax shock. On the other hand, 
-* 
21 = Fyou*” = u*. This is a contradiction. Finally, (iii) follows for o E (-1, -3) from the 
fact that the (anomalous---[7,9,11,16]) shock p rovided by the data itself, having a viscous profile, 
yields a vanishing viscosity limit solution which differs from the one constructed in the above 
proof of (i). 
NOTE 1. Assertion (iii) of Proposition 2 together with its above proof are virtually identical with 
an argument in the 1961 (!) paper [23] by Vvedenskaya in the context of an apparently abstractly 
constructed system. (This I realized in summer 1992.) 
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REMARK 2. In magnetohydrodynamics (and other continuum mechanical models), one distin- 
guishes coplanar and unrestricted systems, which govern plane wave motions in which vectorial 
parts of the state description (velocity field, magnetic field, etc.) are, or are not, restricted to 
a fixed plane, respectively. If for the coplanar system of magnetohydrodynamics the viscosity 
method works at least for Riemann data and converges to Liu type [24] self-similar solutions, 
then property (iii) of Proposition 2 holds for the unrestricted system of magnetohydrodynmics, 
by [7, Theorem A.11. The proof follows that of [9, Corollary 21 literally. 
REMARK 3. 
(i) For (Y E (-1, l), data (6) represent a shock possessing a viscous profile v. The profile 
gives rise to traveling waves u”(z, t) = u(t - St/v). Property (ii) implies immediately 
that for (Y E (-l,O], there is no C’-uniform stability of the whole family {u”},>o for any 
positive time. Note that this holds in particular for anomalous (o E (- 1, -3)) as well as 
for multiple (“overcompressive,)) IY E ( -3,O)) shocks. For CY = -1, the data give rise to a 
180° contact discontinuity which is also not uniformly stable for any positive time. 
(ii) Also, if (Y E (-l,O), the wave u”, for fixed v > 0, must clearly be expected to be stable, 
in one or the other sense, as a solution of the parabolic system (4). That such conditional 
stability holds even for large time is proved in [25], for (Y E (-i, 0). 
(iii) Statements (i) and (ii) reflect and support corresponding observations and conjectures 
on intermediate magnetohydrodynamic shocks in the presence of dissipation. The non- 
uniformity discussed in this note occurs already for fixed ratios of the four dissipation 
coefficients. Varying these ratios induces another severe non-uniformity [2,5,6,8]. 
Despite the non-uniformity of vanishing viscosity approximation, one has the following propo- 
sition. 
PROPOSITION 4. The hyperbolic system (3) p ossesses a continuous solution operator Co + C. 
In particular, (4) has a dynamically (i.e., Crr,,,-) stable solution for each C” data. 
Solutions for (3) have been constructed in [12,17,26,27]. (F or related aspects, cf. [28-301.) An 
easy way to do this [12] is provided by a transformation of independent variables that was first 
proposed by Serre [31]. That the solution operator Sc obtained in this way is J$,,-continuous 
was shown in [12]. Another easy (and useful) way to construct Sc is through compactness with- 
out compensation, as applied to the viscous regularization of the augmented system [12, Equa- 
tions (2.1),(2.2)]; th is will be written out elsewhere. 
REMARK 4. 
(i) For, e.g., the scalar conservation law irl + (ti3)= = 0, there exist at least two different 
continuous solution operators. In particular, there are data for which two different dy- 
namically stable solutions exist. To see this, let, on one hand, S be the classical [13,14,21] 
solution operator for this conservation law. On the other hand, view the conservation law 
as the restriction, in state space, of (3) to a one-dimensional linear subspace L. Restrict- 
ing the above Sc to L-valued data yields a second solution operator S. S and S are both 
continuous; S differs from S, e.g., for Riemann data (6) with Q < 0. Wu has conjectured 
that a whole continuum of continuous solution operators exist for the cubic scalar law [32]. 
(ii) The relation, especially the dichotomy, between the equation tit + (ti3)= = 0, ti E R, and 
the system ut+ (]u]%)~ = 0, u E W”, n 2 2, models the relation between coplanar and 
unrestricted (see above) systems of magnetohydrodynamics and elasticity. In the neigh- 
borhood of points in state space where the unrestricted system has double eigenvalues, the 
coplanar system is “non-convex,” but strictly hyperbolic, and Liu’s extended version [24] 
of Glimm’s scheme yields a solution operator which is an analogue of S. Near the same 
points, the unrestricted system possesses a well-behaved solution operator SR for Riemann 
data; cf. Theorems 6.1, 6.2 in [ll]. It would be interesting to know whether SR extends, 
e.g., by using it in Glimm’s scheme, to a solution operator analogous to So. [These ana- 
logues of] S and S c ( would) have different physical interpretations and correspondingly 
limited applicability. 
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Let S, be the solution operator of (4), Y > 0, as given by Proposition 1. Considering (6) 
for (Y < 0 again yields the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. For certain data ui, &(ug) + So(ug), v -+ 00. 
Despite this, I suggest the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 1. There is a dense subset S of C such that S, + So, v \ 0, pointwise on S. For 
arbitrary initial data uo E CO there is a unique solution (namely SO(UO)) which is a vanishing 
viscosity limit and is dynamically stable. 
Note that the first sentence of this conjecture implies the second, by continuity of SO. Cp. [33] 
for a numerical study related to Proposition 5 and a discussion of the implications of Proposition 5 
and Conjecture 1 on the construction of numerical schemes for generically isotropic conservation 
laws. In [34], ways of computing SO(.) are discussed. 
REMARK 5. For specific situations considered in [ll], I had projected, there, the idea of dynamical 
stability into a criterion which consists in the L (or ,!Zt, -) closure of an algebraic condition (LS) 
(: “linear stability” or “Lax shock”). In certain situations-e.g., (3) with (cVz((p(r)r)/ar2) > 0 
or also magnetohydrodynamics for fluids satisfying Weyl’s conditions-this criterion seems to 
recover discontinuities which are dynamically stable and viscosity limits, and the non-closed con- 
dition (LS) itself seems to distinguish the uniformly stable viscosity limits. In other situations- 
starting from scalar conservation laws with non-convex flux (cf. Remark 1) and including (3) 
with general (p-(LS) (Lax [35]) must be complemented by (E) (Oleinik [21], Liu [24]), to yield 
the same picture; this is trivially clear. In still other situations-e.g., the complex Burgers 
equation [36,37]-it does not seem to properly reflect the idea of (nonlinear) dynamical stability. 
Now I address the fine-s2ructure of the instability again, referring to the (conjectured) property 
that, more generally than the (proven) statement (iii) of Proposition 4, infinitely many vanishing 
viscosity solutions exist for Riemann data with anti-parallel endstates. The natural candidates 
for these are given by whole continua of self-similar entropy solutions. The existence of such 
continua is known [l,lO]. Consider perturbed data of the form’ 
u; = UIX(-a, ,O) + urx(o,cu) + W(.lV) E lo (8) 
with w E fZ’(Iw,W”). The localized character of the perturbation and continuity considerations 
give rise to 
CONJECTURE 2. The solutions $(uOy) of (4) with data (8) converge, for v \ 0, (in L) to a 
self-similar entropy solution of the fiemann problem. AlI self-similar entropy solutions can be 
obtained in this way. 
Truth of this conjecture would imply some secure knowledge about a number of interesting 
nonlinear phenomena. These include a new type of shock splitting (see [4]) that occurs in the 
multiple shock case ((Y E ( -i,O) in (6)). As pointed out in [38], Liu’s fundamental idea of 
asymptotic decomposition according to a priori mass distribution [39] is useful also in this con- 
text. The quantity Ja w seems to determine the self-similar limit in all cases. Conjecture 2 can be 
viewed as implicitly contained in [4,38]. Results on the stability of classical shocks [39,40], on the 
stability of rarefaction waves [41], and, especially, on conditional stability of multiple shocks [25] 
imply, as a byproduct, that the first sentence of Conjecture 2 holds for significant generic classes 
of data (8). 
Concluding, I point out that the observed non-uniformity is rather different from other in- 
stances [24,4$ of-non-interchangeability liio tlimm # /im, FFo. Near appropriate-step and ap- 
-L 
parently also more general-initial data, markedly different Solutions can be triggered, with ap- 
propriately small dissipation, by appropriate arbitrarily small perturbations in arbitrarily short 
time. 
NOTE 2. The notions described in parts (i) and (ii) of the Definition appeared in [lo] and 191, 
respectively. The quintessence of Propositions 2,3, Remarks 2,3, and of the last two sentences 
above this Note 2 motivated me to write [9]. 
‘Let XA denote the characteristic function of the set A. 
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